
Stiperstones Class Spring  2019-2020 

Our Topic Is… Exploring Eastern Europe 

Trips and Visitors 

Multi-cultural Eastern European enrichment day . 

Design Technology 

Food technology 

Preparing and cooking food from eastern Euro-

pean countries. 

Art  

Designers in history —Faberge eggs  

Improve their mastery of drawing, painting  and 

sculpture. 

History/Geography 

Exploring Eastern Europe 

 Understand geographical similarities and differ-
ences through the study of human and physical 
geography of a region of the United Kingdom and 
a region in a European country, 

 Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer 
mapping to locate countries and describe features 
studied 

 Use the eight points of a compass, four and six-

figure grid references, symbols and key (including 

the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to build their 

knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider 

world. Science 

 Evaporation and condensation—learning about these 

two changes of state and how and why they happen. 

 The water cycle  -applying our knowledge of evapo-

ration and condensation to learn about the water 

cycle.  

PSHE  In PSHE, we will be covering the units of: 

 Mental Health 

 Health and Wellbeing  

 Relationships 

 Living in the wider world 

MFL  

French  

Music  

 Music from around the world 

 The history of music 

Maths 

Connecting multiplication and division – the distributive law 

Multiplying and dividing by 10 or 100 

Composition and calculation - tenths 

Composition calculation- hundredths and thousandths 

Multiplicative contexts - area 

Shape 

Working across 1 whole – improper fractions and mixed numbers 

Multiplying whole numbers and fractions 

Structures-using measures and comparison to understand scaling 

Multiples of 1000 up to 1,000,000 

Negative numbers – calculating comparing, 

Tables and Line graphs 

RE 

Christianity— what is the world wide church ? 

Multi-faith— Is life like a journey? 

PE 

 Fundamental skills  

 Dance  

 Swimming 

 Coaching—Games   

Computing 

 E-safety 

 Coding 

English 

Narrative Poetry—based on the Russian folk tail Babushka  

Letter Writing—based on  the true story of Anastasia 

Review writing— based on  the true story of Anastasia  

Information text  - based on Russia (to link with topic ) and 

water cycle (to link with Science).  


